Synthesis® Casework Collection by Midmark

The Synthesis® Casework
Collection by Midmark—beauty
and purpose by design
Since the moment Midmark entered the medical industry over 40 years ago, helping advance
patient care has been our passion. Today, our number one commitment is bringing you
solutions that will help you do what you do best—care for your patients.
The Synthesis® Casework Collection by Midmark was created to bring the best of two worlds
together—medical casework completely redesigned from the inside out to be functional and
stylish. In the past, this has oftentimes meant sacrificing beauty for designs that are more
practical for medical environments. Those days are over. Because, at Midmark, we believe
that you shouldn’t have to sacrifice one for the other.
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Dressing Nook

Glove, Cup and Towel Dispenser

Toe Kick

Maximizes privacy and storage in a
small, easy-to-clean footprint.

Designed to maximize the efficiency of product
storage with a handle width designed to fit the
95th percentile male hand.

4.25" tall toe kick allows Midmark physician
stools to roll underneath cabinet doors
and drawers without marring surfaces.

Narcotics Cabinet

ADA Options

Narcotics cabinet allows for two person
accountability and aesthetically matches
the adjoining casework.

Accommodate provider and patient needs. (Shown: Casework and countertop at
ADA-recommended height.)

Protect your patients and staff
Midmark can help.
The Synthesis® Casework Collection by Midmark is designed with features
intended to complement your facility’s infection control process, including
EPA-registered*, anti-microbial pulls and surfaces, seamless panels and
one-piece, tub-style drawers.

Address the unique requirements
of the medical space
Clinical work is highly specialized and, at times, hectic. Caregivers need a space that is
designed to accommodate the rigors of their daily routine. Create a clinical environment that
will function the way you need it and be durable enough to meet your needs both today and
tomorrow. The Synthesis® Casework Collection by Midmark is specifically designed to:
· maximize your space
· have the options you need to meet workflow requirements and compliance regulations
· be flexible enough to grow as needs change
· complement your infection control protocol
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Thermofoil Panels

Seamless Polystyrene Drawers

Anti-microbial Pulls and Countertops

Seamless panels provide a surface that
is designed to resist spills, chemical
degradation and delamination.

Seamless polystyrene drawers with rounded
corners and one-piece construction are
designed to contain spills, be easily and
effectively cleaned, and handle the daily
rigors of the medical environment.

EPA-registered*, anti-microbial pulls
and preventative biocidal surfaces help
complement your current asepsis procedures.

*EPA Registration Numbers 84542-7 and 087753-CT-001
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Traditional Layout

Rethink the Traditional

Standard floor-mounted base cabinets are traditionally
24 inches deep, and additional items like glove and
towel dispensers are mounted to the side of the
casework. This takes up precious floor space in the
room and adds additional steps to the workflow.

Wall mounted sink cabinets and mobile carts keep
casework off the floor for ease of cleaning and flexibility.
Mobile carts help decrease the number of steps in the
room by bringing supplies to the point of care. And
by integrating items like gloves and towels, additional
steps may be eliminated.

Accessible Supplies
When and where you need them.
Easy access to supplies is a must in an efficient medical
environment. Integrating more specialized storage options
helps make the most of available space, giving you easy
access to supplies when and where you need them.

Optimize the space you have and
improve access to supplies
In a perfect world, we’d always have just the right amount of space to accommodate all
of our needs. In the real world, we have to make do with the space we have. At Midmark,
we see this as more of an opportunity than a problem. We’ve taken a two-fold approach to
space optimization, creating flexible designs that maximize floorspace and improve
accessibility to necessary supplies.
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Maximize Space

Maximize Efficiency

Maximize Flexibility

Full extension slides are designed to be
sturdy and allow you to use all available
drawer space, including hard-to-reach
spaces in the back.

We’ve created specialized designs to
eliminate dead space and improve the
organization of supplies.

Bring supplies to the point of care
with versatile, mobile cabinets and
treatment systems.
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Configure your space the way
you want it, over and over again
In a rapidly evolving healthcare environment, one thing is constant—change. For this reason,
flexibility to create the most efficient space now and into the future is not just a nicety, it’s a
necessity. The Synthesis® Casework Collection by Midmark has been completely redesigned
from the ground up to provide optimal flexibility for the changing healthcare environment.

Internal flexibility
designed to
be simple
Choose from multiple component,
storage and style options designed
to allow you to configure a space
that fits your workflow today, but
can be updated in the future.

External flexibility
with a solid foundation
Healthcare changes, practices grow
and move—oftentimes you must
choose between flexibility and style.
Not anymore. The Synthesis® Casework
Collection by Midmark is designed to
provide you with external flexibility that is
quick and easy to reconfigure.
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Screw Withdrawal
Strength
*200%

Invest in a casework solution
that stands up to the demands
of a healthcare facility

*150%

Seamless Polystyrene Drawers

*100%

Rounded corners and one-piece construction, designed to contain spills and
be easily cleaned.

A
*50%

A

*0%

Common wood casework breaks down under repeated medical use. Why? Because it wasn’t
designed to withstand the demands of medical facilities. The Synthesis® Casework Collection
by Midmark is designed to excel even in the most demanding environments.
B
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Seamless Thermofoil Panels

Steel-on-steel Construction

Seamless panels provide a surface that
is designed to resist spills, chemical
degradation and delamination.

The steel powder-coated structure
serves as a durable foundation for
the strenuous functional demands
of medical casework.

*Percent stronger
Hardware failure typically happens when the substrate in
which the hardware is fastened to fails. Because Midmark
uses a steel-on-steel design vs. steel to wood used in
millwork, our slide attachments (A) are designed to be
stronger, giving our slides more withdrawal strength.
Hinges stress the substrate even more, so we added
Nutserts® to strengthen the door attachment points (B).
Standard wood screw in 3/4"partical
board core with melamine face

Machine screw in 18-gauge steel
Machine screw in 18-gauge steel
with Nutsert®
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Rely on our expertise and
experience in the medical space
As healthcare evolves, it brings with it a unique set of challenges. At Midmark, we know that
managing diverse patient volumes and needs can be tough. We can help you find a specialized
solution designed to address changing needs while controlling costs and maintaining a high level
of patient care.
Whether you’re facing the integration of new technology, incorporating leaner workflows or trying
to manage the increase of in-office procedures, we can help.
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Procedures

Accessible Exam Room

Breakroom

Lab

Nurse Station

Patient Room
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Panel Styles

Serenity

Renew

Transcend

Cove

Pinnacle

Arc

Styling options to
create a unique
look and feel

Choose your own style and create a
consistent brand perception

Handle Styles

The Synthesis® Casework Collection by Midmark has multiple styling options to choose from
including colors, finishes and elements designed to allow anyone to put their unique signature
on a space, whether one room or an entire health system.
Create an environment that is unique to you. From woodgrains to neutral solids, choose a finish
and panel style that will complement your space. Multiple handle and countertop options are also
available, each with a distinct shape and finish.

Bent
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Bent with Anti-microbial

Edge

Flare
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Create an environment
that is unique to you

Pebble Grey

Whisper

Radiance

Sediment

Path

Hewn

Nest

Flax

Dune

Pebble Grey PVC Free

Earthen Bronze

Flat Iron

Venus Silver

Pearl Essence

Fawn

Frost

Henna

Storm

15 Timber

Acorn

Earth
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Finish your space with options all
from one source

Sinks & Faucets

The Synthesis® Casework Collection by Midmark provides you with a host of options
and accessories designed to allow you to create a highly functional and stylish space.

Stainless

Solid Surface

Electric Eye

Wrist Blade

Sloping Tops

Cabinet Options
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Keyed Locks

Plexi doors

Caster Options

Treatment Top Options

Tapmaster® Faucet Control

Other Options

Countertops

Laminate Self Edge

Digital Locks

Laminate Post Form

Solid Surface

Preventive Biocidal Surface™

LED Lights
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CARB 93120.2 Phase 2 Compliant
Midmark is an ISO 13485 and ISO 9001 Certified Company
For more information or a demonstration, contact your Midmark
dealer or call: 1-800-MIDMARK Fax: 1-800-365-8631
Outside the U.S.A. call: 1-937-526-3662 Fax: 1-937-526-8392
or visit our website at midmark.com
© 2004 Midmark Corporation
Midmark Corporation, Dayton, OH.
Products subject to improvement changes without notice
Litho in U.S.A. 007-0563-00 Rev. J1 (4/17)

